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MAX is a traveling Catholic evangelization team
consisting of MI Young Adult Leaders and
Conventual Franciscan Priests.
Commissioned by the MI National
Center at Marytown, these
dedicated MAX members are well
formed in their Catholic faith and
trained to work with youth. They
are ready to set the world ablaze
with their mission:
To bring about the
maximum conversion of
souls to Christ, through
the Immaculate Heart
of Mary... and this, “As
soon as possible!”
(St. Maximilian)
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Immaculata, Queen of Heaven and
earth, refuge of sinners and our most
loving Mother, God has willed to entrust
the entire order of mercy to you. I, (name),
a repentant sinner, cast myself at your feet,
humbly imploring you to take me with all
that I am and have, wholly to yourself as
your possession and property. Please make
of me, of all my powers of soul and body, of
my whole life, death and eternity, whatever
most pleases you.
If it pleases you, use all that I am and have
without reserve, wholly to accomplish
what was said of you: “She will crush your
head,” and “You alone have destroyed
all heresies in the whole world.“ Let me
be a fit instrument in your immaculate
and merciful hands for introducing and
increasing your glory to the maximum in
all the many strayed and indifferent souls,
and thus help extend as far as possible the
blessed kingdom of the most Sacred Heart
of Jesus. For wherever you enter you obtain
the grace of conversion and growth in
holiness, since it is through your hands that
all graces come to us from the most Sacred
Heart of Jesus.
V. Allow me to praise you, O sacred Virgin
R. Give me strength against your enemies
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We are the Militia of the Immaculata [MI], a spiritual
movement approved by the Vatican with over four
million members worldwide. The MI was founded
by St. Maximilian Kolbe, OFM, Conv., in 1917. The
aim of the MI is to conquer the world for the Most
Sacred Heart of Jesus through the Immaculate Heart
of Mary.

The MI is committed to providing young people
with Catholic formation in the spirit and mission of
St. Maximilian Kolbe. Through Total Consecration to
Mary, young lives are transformed into instruments of
‘youth evangelizing youth,’ with a mission to transform
their world with authentic and heroic love.

ST. MAXIMILIAN KOLBE was born in Poland
in 1894 and at the age of 10 saw a vision of the
Virgin Mary. She offered him a white crown and a
red crown, representing purity and martyrdom. He
chose both, a foreshadowing of his life to come. He
joined the Conventual Franciscans when he was 13
and in 1917, founded the Militia of the Immaculata
(MI).

MI Youth Programs & Retreats create a safe,
interactive and faith-filled environment to:

Ordained a priest in 1918, St. Maximilian returned to
Poland and began his untiring missionary activity,
starting a monthly magazine and establishing
two cities dedicated to the Immaculate Virgin:
Niepokalanów in Poland, and Mugenzai no Sono
in Japan. In 1939, during WWII, Niepokalanów was
used as a hospital and refuge
for thousands of refugees,
especially Jews. In May 1941,
St. Maximilian was arrested
and taken to Auschwitz
concentration camp. After
offering to die in place of
another prisoner, he spent
two weeks in a starvation
bunker and then died on
August 14, 1941, when he was
injected with carbolic acid.
Pope John Paul II canonized
him a Saint and ‘Martyr of
Charity’ on October 10, 1982.
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The MI Offers the Following:

Since I am a convert and entered the Church at age
13, it has been very challenging for me, but the MI has
made me feel very much at home and felt blessed to
finally be around a group of people that believe the
same thing as I do.
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-MI Teen
The work of the MI - the work of
saving souls and of being used
as an instrument in drawing
souls ever more closely to
Christ - gives me even greater
motivation to persevere in my
daily struggles. Through the
MI I have also come to know
and appreciate the fact the
Christian is truly never alone.

-Christina, Arizona
Young Adult
The MI introduced me to Mary.
Mary introduced me to Her
Son. I have fallen deeply in
love with Him.

-Catherine, Oregon
Young Adult
Everyone seemed so on fire
with faith. It is really cool
and inspiring to see so many
young people take such an
interest in their faith.

-MI Teen
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